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-516,2(07%*"+-:4,%"!>"0%c2"1(:%>"-.%02-3-%'"7,%.-2'"(0."16-02'"-0"2$%";0%,:="(0."
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Credit 7.1

Heat Island Effect—Nonroof

1

Credit 7.2

Heat Island Effect—Roof

1

Credit 8

Light Pollution Reduction

1

Water Efficiency
;Prerequisite 1

10 Possible Points
Water Use Reduction

Required

('1%72'"63":,%%0"N4-&.-0:>"N42"2$%="(&'6"3(-&"26"-07&4.%"'65%"<-2(&"765160%02'>"'47$"('"
Credit 1
Water Efficient Landscaping
2-4
Credit 2

Innovative Wastewater Technologies

2

67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*"""
Credit 3
Water Use Reduction

2-4

Energy and Atmosphere

35 Possible Points

;Prerequisite 1

Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems

Required

;Prerequisite 2

Minimum Energy Performance

Required

;Prerequisite 3

Fundamental Refrigerant Management

Required

Credit 1

Optimize Energy Performance

Credit 2

On-site Renewable Energy

1–19
1–7

Credit 3

Enhanced Commissioning

2

Credit 4

Enhanced Refrigerant Management

2

Credit 5

Measurement and Verification

3

Credit 6

Green Power

2
!?

R()/$#%BC%80"%c(51&%"63"7,%.-2'"(0."16-02'"-0"2$%";0%,:="i"8256'1$%,%"7(2%:6,= j"W%%"811%0.-c"!"36,"
Materials and Resources
14 Possible Points
D6560("#6&&%:%Z'"34&&"7,%.-2"7$%7G&-'2*%
;Prerequisite 1

Storage and Collection of Recyclables

!

Required

CreditK$%"/006<(2-60"7(2%:6,="-'"74,,%02&="2$%"60&="1&(7%"L$%,%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"
1.1
Building Reuse—Maintain Existing Walls, Floors and Roof
1-3
Credit 1.2

Building Reuse—Maintain Existing Interior Nonstructural Elements

Credit 3

Materials Reuse

1

Credit 2
Construction Waste Management
1-2
(0."%.47(2-60"764&."162%02-(&&=",%7%-<%"16-02'"\'-c"5(c-545]*""K$%'%"16-02'"(,%".-33-74&2"
1-2

26"(22(-0"N%7(4'%"-006<(2-60"16-02'"(,%":%0%,(&&="60&=",%L(,.%."36,":6-0:"(N6<%"(0."
Credit 4
Recycled Content
1-2
N%=60."(0"(&,%(.="%'2(N&-'$%."7,-2%,-60>"63"L$-7$"%0:(:%5%02"-'"062"60%*!A"";<%0";)RQ>"
L$-7$"3674'%'"60"$%&1-0:"("N4-&.-0:"5(-02(-0"(0."-51,6<%"'4'2(-0(N-&-2="2$,64:$642"-2'"
LEED 2009 FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND MAJOR RENOVATIONS RATING SYSTEM
&-3%"7=7&%>"3(-&'"26"-076,16,(2%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*"";)RQ"-07&4.%'"7,%.-2'"36,"
vi

'4'2(-0(N&%"14,7$('-0:"(0."5(0(:%5%02>"N42"062$-0:"2$(2",%3%,%07%'"2$%".-,%72"
%0:(:%5%02"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:"4'%,'"642'-.%"63"2$%"5(0(:%5%02*!C")62$"[;;9M;)RQ"(0."
[;;9MU#"L64&."N%0%3-2"N="-07&4.-0:"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*""W2,(2%:-%'"36,"67741(02"
%0:(:%5%02"764&."N%"-07&4.%."-0"2$%".%'-:0"(0."760'2,472-60"63"("N4-&.-0:"'1%7-3-7(&&="
26"-03&4%07%"$45(0"N%$(<-6,>"5(G-0:"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"062"60&="-516,2(02>"N42"
(&'6"<-(N&%"(0.",%(&-'2-7"36,"-07&4'-60"-0".-33%,%02"[;;9",(2-0:"'='2%5'*"
""[;;9MU#Z'"5-''-60"'2(2%5%02"N%:-0'"26"(7G06L&%.:%"2$%"-516,2(07%"63"$45(0"
-0<6&<%5%02"-0"%0'4,-0:"2$%"N%'2"N4-&.-0:"1%,36,5(07%F"aV13,602"1&(00-0:"36,":,%%0"
61%,(2-60'"(0."5(-02%0(07%"7(0"$%&1"N4-&.-0:"6L0%,'"(0."61%,(26,'"%0'4,%"2$(2"2$%"
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!
N4-&.-0:"1%,36,5'"26"-2'"34&&"162%02-(&*b!d""9%'-:0"N="-2'%&3"-'"062"%064:$"_"$45(0"
N%$(<-6,".,-<%'"%0%,:="4'%*""/0"-2'"5-''-60"'2(2%5%02>"[;;9MU#"'%%5'"26"760'-.%,"$45(0"
N%$(<-6,"-0"2$%"%e4(2-60"63"N4-&.-0:"'4'2(-0(N-&-2=>"N42"2$%0"3(-&'"26"-076,16,(2%"-2"-026"
2$%",(2-0:"'1%7-3-7(2-60'*""O-2$"2$-'"65-''-60"[;;9"0%:&%72'"26"%0:(:%"-2'"34&&"162%02-(&"
36,",%(7$-0:"'4'2(-0(N-&-2="2$,64:$"%0:(:-0:"67741(02'*""W2,(2%:-%'"&-G%"1,6<-.-0:"
3%%.N(7G"(N642"N4-&.-0:"%0%,:="760'4512-60"(0."'-:0(:%"(N642"2$%"4'%"63":,%%0"
3%(24,%'"7(0"N%"1-<62(&"-0",%.47-0:",%'64,7%"760'4512-60*"D%,$(1'"56,%"-516,2(02&=>"
3(-&-0:"26"%0:(:%"67741(02'"5-''%'"(0"-516,2(02"6116,240-2="26"(33%72"("74&24,%"'$-32"
26L(,.'"'4'2(-0(N-&-2="5-0.34&0%''*"D,6<-.-0:"-036,5(2-60"(0."6116,240-2-%'"26"%0:(:%"
L64&."%516L%,",%'-.%02'"26"N4-&."("74&24,%"63"'4'2(-0(N-&-2="(0."$%&1"2$%"N4-&.-0:",%(7$"
-2'"34&&"'4'2(-0(N-&-2="162%02-(&*"""
K$%"&(2%'2"[;;9"<%,'-60>"&(407$%."-0"U6<%5N%,"?@!A>"5(G%'"'65%"'2,-.%'"
26L(,.'"-076,16,(2-0:"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"7,%.-2'*"K$%"0%L"<%,'-60"2(G%'"60%"
-516,2(02"'2%1"N="-07&4.-0:"1,%,%e4-'-2%'"36,"N4-&.-0:M&%<%&"%0%,:="(0."L(2%,"5%2%,-0:>"
N42"'2-&&"3(-&'"26",%e4-,%"2$%"'$(,-0:"63"2$-'"5%2%,-0:".(2("L-2$"N4-&.-0:"67741(02'*!X"")4-&2"
-0"5%2%,-0:"&(='"2$%":,640.L6,G"36,":-<-0:",%'-.%02'"3%%.N(7G>"N42"3(-&'"26"5(G%"2$(2"
3-0(&"7600%72-60*"""
[;;9"<C"(&'6"-07&4.%'"("a9%5(0.",%'160'%b"7,%.-2"36,"41"26"2L6"16-02'*""K$%"
-02%02"63"2$-'"7,%.-2"-'F"aK6"-07,%('%"1(,2-7-1(2-60"-0".%5(0.",%'160'%"2%7$06&6:-%'"(0."
1,6:,(5'hb!Y"8776,.-0:"26"2$%"+%.%,(&";0%,:="E%:4&(26,="#655-''-60>".%5(0."
,%'160'%"-'".%3-0%."('F"a#$(0:%'"-0"%&%72,-7"4'(:%"N="%0.M4'%"74'265%,'"3,65"2$%-,"
06,5(&"760'4512-60"1(22%,0'"-0",%'160'%"26"7$(0:%'"-0"2$%"1,-7%"63"%&%72,-7-2="6<%,"
2-5%>"6,"26"-07%02-<%"1(=5%02'***b!`"K$-'"7,%.-2"-'"(0"-0-2-(&"(22%512"26"%0:(:%"67741(02'"
-0"'65%"L(=>"N42"-'"0(,,6L&="3674'%."60".%5(0.",%'160'%>"L$-7$"-'"60&="60%"(11,6(7$"
26"%0:(:-0:"67741(02'*""9%5(0.",%'160'%"-'"-0%c2,-7(N&="2-%."26"3-0(07-(&"-07%02-<%'>"
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!X
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!Y
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!`
")(&-^%1(&&->"Q4,2$=j"D,(.$(0>"l$(1(,.%"\?@!!]*"mE%<-%L"63"9%5(0."E%'160'%"40.%,"W5(,2"J,-."D(,(.-:5m*"I888):8!)
I''.G0"&G+)!,0/")T/&$)U+1*'.4.(&+5*"

!

'(!

!
L$-7$"(,%"062"(11&-7(N&%"-0"(&&"'7%0(,-6'>"(0."-'"("&-5-2%."(11,6(7$"26"%0:(:-0:"
67741(02'":%0%,(&&=*""+4,2$%,56,%".%5(0.",%'160'%"%0764,(:%'",%'-.%02'"26"(.^4'2"
%0%,:="4'%"(2".-33%,%02"2-5%'"63".(="N('%."60"1,-7%>"062"26"5(G%"'-:0-3-7(02"7$(0:%'"-0"
340.(5%02(&"760'4512-60"N%$(<-6,*""/2"3(-&'"26"%0:(:%"[;;9Z'"162%02-(&"26"7600%72"
N4-&.-0:",%'-.%02'"26"("&(,:%,"%0<-,605%02(&".-(&6:4%"(0."56<%5%02*""Q%2%,-0:"(0."
.%5(0.",%'160'%"7,%.-2'"(,%"-51,6<%5%02'"3,65"1('2",(2-0:"'='2%5'>"N42"2$%,%"-'"'2-&&"("
&60:"L(="26":6"-0"%0:(:-0:"67741(02'*"
V0&-G%"[;;9"<C>"[;;9MU#"(0."[;;9M;)RQ"<*?@@S"N62$"3(-&"26"-07&4.%"67741(02"
%0:(:%5%02"(2"(&&*""K$%,%"(,%"%c(51&%'"63",(2-0:'"'='2%5'>"L-2$-0"(0."642'-.%"63"2$%"
VWJ)#>"2$(2"-07&4.%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"('"(0"-516,2(02"765160%02"63"2$%":,%%0"
N4-&.-0:"%e4(2-60*"[;;9"36,"W7$66&'"-07&4.%'"%.47(2-60"('"("'1%7-3-7"-006<(2-60"16-02*!S"
[;;9"36,"H65%'"062"60&="-07&4.%'"7,%.-2'"36,"$65%6L0%,"%.47(2-60>"N42"(&'6"$('"-2"('"("
1,%,%e4-'-2%*?@"K$-'"-'"(0"-516,2(02"7651(,-'60"26".,(L"%'1%7-(&&="L$%0"[;;9MU#"-'"
N%-0:"(11&-%."26"(",%'-.%02-(&"N4-&.-0:>"('"-2"-'"(2"D6560("#6&&%:%*"K$%"VWJ)#"3640."
1,6<-.-0:"-036,5(2-60"26"$65%"-0$(N-2(02'"L('"-516,2(02"%064:$"26"5(G%"-2"("
1,%,%e4-'-2%*""[(,:%,"'7(&%"1,6^%72'"2$(2"3(&&"40.%,"[;;9MU#"(,%"062"340.(5%02(&&="
.-33%,%02"3,65"'-0:&%"$65%'*"")62$"2=1%'"63"1,6^%72'"-036,5"2$%"L(="1%61&%"&-<%"(0."
-02%,(72"L-2$"2$%-,"N4-&.-0:*""K$%"'(5%"&6:-7"4'%."-0"[;;9"36,"H65%'"'$64&."N%"(11&-%."26"
[;;9MU#"_",%'-.%02'"54'2"40.%,'2(0."("N4-&.-0:"-0"6,.%,"26"4'%"-2"%33-7-%02&=*""80"
%0:(:%5%02"765160%02"-'"%'1%7-(&&="-516,2(02"-0",%'-.%02-(&"1,6^%72'"(2"76&&%:%'"(0."
40-<%,'-2-%'"&-G%"D6560("#6&&%:%>"L$%,%"67741(02'"(,%"36,5-0:"&-<-0:"$(N-2'"36,"2$%",%'2"
63"2$%-,"&-<%'*""E%'-.%02-(&"2,(0'-%07="-0"&(,:%M'7(&%",%'-.%07%"N4-&.-0:'>"1(,2-74&(,&="
76&&%:%".6,5-26,-%'>"5(G%'"2$%"6116,240-2="36,"%.47(2-60"(&&"2$%"56,%"-516,2(02>"('"
2$%,%"-'"2$%"7$(07%"26"-03&4%07%"5(0="56,%"1%61&%*"""
R2$%,"060MVWJ)#":,%%0"N4-&.-0:",(2-0:"'='2%5'>"'47$"('"2$%"#6&&(N6,(2-<%"36,"
H-:$"D%,36,5(07%"W7$66&'"\#HDW]"$(<%"-076,16,(2%."67741(02"%.47(2-60"('"(0"
-516,2(02"765160%02"(&'6*""#HDW"$('"(0"%.47(2-60"1,%,%e4-'-2%>"L$-7$",%e4-,%'"(2"
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5-0-545"1,6<-.-0:"(".-'1&(="63"-036,5(2-60"(N642"2$%"'4'2(-0(N&%".%'-:0"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:"
(0."$6L"N%'2"26"4'%"-2*?!""
K$%"(N6<%",(2-0:"'='2%5'"<(&-.(2%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"('"("G%="765160%02"63"
N4-&.-0:"'4'2(-0(N-&-2=>"(0."1,6<-.%"56.%&'"[;;9"764&."36&&6L"36,"-51&%5%02-0:"(0"
67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"7,-2%,-60*"[;;9"<C"$('"5(.%"'2%1'"26L(,.'"-07&4.-0:"67741(02"
%0:(:%5%02>"N42"-2"-'"^4'2"N%:-00-0:"26"&(="2$%":,640.L6,G*")="-07&4.-0:"56,%",6N4'2"
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2$%="(,%"4'-0:>"2$%"76'2'"63"7%,2(-0"N%$(<-6,'>"(0."$6L"26"7$(0:%"2$6'%"N%$(<-6,'"-0"
6,.%,"26"5(G%"7$(0:%'"-0"%0%,:="4'%*"+%%.N(7G"(0."'-:0(:%"764&."N%"2$%"'6&42-60'"36,"
1,6<-.-0:"2$%"-036,5(2-60"0%%.%."26"N4.:%2"%0%,:="4'%*""E%'%(,7$"$('"'$6L0"2$(2"N62$"
'-:0(:%"(0."3%%.N(7G"(,%"-0.%%."%33%72-<%"-0"-03&4%07-0:"N%$(<-6,>"(0."7(0"%('-&="N%"
-076,16,(2%."-026"2$%".%'-:0"63"("N4-&.-0:"'1%7-3-7(&&="26"%0:(:%"67741(02'>"5(G-0:"2$%5"
-.%(&"36,"-07&4'-60"-0"[;;9*"""
"

/2"-'"-516,2(02"26"$(<%"'65%"N(7G:,640."60"2$%"1'=7$6&6:-7(&"1,67%''%'"N%$-0."

2$%"'2,(2%:-%'"36,"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*""K$%"L-.%&="(77%12%."(0."<(&-.(2%."2$%6,="63"
1&(00%."N%$(<-6,>"1,616'%."N="/7%G"8^I%0"-0"!S`d>"1,6<-.%'"60%"1%,'1%72-<%"60"L$(2"
562-<(2%'"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*""K$%"2$%6,="'2(2%'"2$(2"2$,%%"2$-0:'"'$(1%"-0.-<-.4(&"
-02%02-60'"(0."N%$(<-6,'F"3%%&-0:"63"7602,6&"-0"(33%72-0:"("1,6N&%5>"06,5'>"(0."1%,7%-<%."
7602,6&"6<%,"7$(0:-0:"N%$(<-6,*"K$%"3%%&-0:"63"7602,6&"6<%,"7$(0:-0:"("1,6N&%5"765%'"
3,65"G06L&%.:%"(N642"2$%"%33%72-<%0%''"63"("N%$(<-6,"-0"(..,%''-0:"2$%"-''4%*"/0"2$%"
7602%c2"63"2$-'"1(1%,"2$(2"5%(0'",%76:0-I-0:"2$(2"7$(0:%'"-0"N%$(<-6,"7(0"$(<%"("
5%(0-0:34&"%33%72"60",%'64,7%"760'4512-60"L-2$-0"("N4-&.-0:*""K$%"06,5'"765160%02"63"
2$%"2$%6,="L%-:$'"N62$"'67-(&"06,5'"\-'"2$-'"1,6N&%5"-516,2(02"26"62$%,'P]"(0."
'4N^%72-<%"06,5'"\-'"2$-'"1,6N&%5"-516,2(02"26"5%"1%,'60(&&=P"/'"-2"-516,2(02"26"5="
'-:0-3-7(02"62$%,'P]*""K$%'%"06,5'"7(0"N%"(..,%''%."N="7651%&&-0:"'-:0'"(0."
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"l%51260>"O-&&%22>"(0."[-0.("[*"[(=0%*"aK$%"#60'45%,Z'";0%,:="80(&='-'";0<-,605%02*b"8'+/(%):.4&1%"??>"06*"!@"
\!SSC]F"`dY_`XX*"

!

!Y"

!
7651(,(2-<%"3%%.N(7G*""+-0(&&=>"1%,7%-<%."7602,6&"6<%,"7$(0:-0:"("N%$(<-6,"-07&4.%'"
(L(,%0%''"63"(0="3(726,'"2$(2"5(="3(7-&-2(2%"6,"-51%.%"1%,36,5(07%"63"2$%"N%$(<-6,*AY""
8&&"63"2$%'%"3%(24,%'"765N-0%"26"1,%.-72"-0.-<-.4(&"N%$(<-6,(&"-02%02-60'"(0."7$(0:%'*"
8776,.-0:"26"2$-'"56.%&>"-0"6,.%,"26"7$(0:%"2$%-,"N%$(<-6,"-0.-<-.4(&'"0%%."
-036,5(2-60>"-07&4.-0:"G06L&%.:%"63"$6L"%33%72-<%"2$%"N%$(<-6,"-'>"L$(2"62$%,'Z"2$-0G"
(N642"-2>"(0."&%<%&"63"7602,6&"6<%,"5(G-0:"2$%"7$(0:%'*""/0"2$%"7602%c2"63"N4-&.-0:"
67741(02"N%$(<-6,>"(&&"63"2$-'"-036,5(2-60"7(0"N%"765540-7(2%."%33%72-<%&="2$,64:$"("
765N-0(2-60"63"'-:0(:%"(0."3%%.N(7G*""D,6<-'-60"63"-036,5(2-60"-'"60%"-516,2(02"('1%72"
63"-03&4%07-0:"N%$(<-6,"2$(2"7(0"%('-&="N%"-076,16,(2%."-026"[;;9*"

A++$301=)!"/0"+(&+5)
+%%.N(7G"-'"60%"L(="26"'411&="2$%"-036,5(2-60"0%7%''(,="36,"562-<(2-0:"
N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*""/0"2$%"7602%c2"63"2$-'"1(1%,>"3%%.N(7G"-'".%3-0%."26"N%"2$%"1,6<-'-60"63"
-036,5(2-60"60"%0%,:="4'%>"%-2$%,"2$,64:$".-,%72"3%%.N(7G"\-55%.-(2%>"3,65"("5%2%,"6,"
(''67-(2%.".-'1&(=]"6,"-0.-,%72"3%%.N(7G"\3%%.N(7G"2$(2"$('"N%%0"1,67%''%."-0"'65%"L(="
N%36,%",%(7$-0:"2$%"%0%,:="4'%,>"632%0"-0"2$%"36,5"63"N-&&-0:]*A`""K$%"-036,5(2-60"-'"632%0"
:-<%0"-0"2$%"36,5"63"'2(0.(,."5%('4,%5%02'"\%*:*"GO$]>"560%2(,="76'2>"(0."7(,N60"
%5-''-60'*""9-,%72"3%%.N(7G",%<%(&'"2$%'%"5%('4,%5%02'"-0",%(&"2-5%>"('"2$%"%0%,:="-'"
N%-0:"760'45%.*"K$-'"-'"("<%,="%33%72-<%"L(="63"1,6<-.-0:"2$%"-036,5(2-60"-0.-<-.4(&'"
0%%."26"40.%,'2(0."$6L"547$"%0%,:="2$%="(,%"4'-0:>"(0."26",%76:0-I%"60"("1%,'60(&"
&%<%&"$6L"2$%-,"N%$(<-6,".-,%72&="7602,-N42%'"26"2$(2"4'%*"+6,"%c(51&%>"(",%'-.%02"5-:$2"
6N'%,<%"2$(2"'$422-0:"2$%-,"765142%,".6L0"&%(.'"26"(".-1"-0"6<%,(&&"%0%,:="
760'4512-60*"+%%.N(7G"7,%(2%'"(L(,%0%''"(N642"2$%"(56402"63"%0%,:=".-33%,%02"
(72-<-2-%'"760'45%"(0."1,6<-.%'"<-'-N-&-2="36,"2$%"7$(0:%'"1,6.47%."N="(.^4'2-0:"2$6'%"
N%$(<-6,'*"")%-0:"(N&%"26"'%%"2$%"%33%72-<%0%''"63"2$%'%"N%$(<-6,'":-<%'",%'-.%02'"("
3%%&-0:"63"7602,6&"6<%,",%.47-0:"%0%,:="4'%>"(0."(776,.-0:"26"2$%"2$%6,="63"1&(00%."
N%$(<-6,>"5(G%'"2$%5"56,%"&-G%&="26"5(G%"2$%"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*""""
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"8^I%0>"/7%G*"aK$%"K$%6,="63"D&(00%.")%$(<-6,*b"V/(0'&W0"&.'04)<+*0G&./)0'$)X#,0')9+1&5&.'):/.1+55+5"d@>"06*"?"
\!SS!]F"!YS_?!!*"
A`
"9(,N=>"W(,($*"aK$%";33%72-<%0%''"63"+%%.N(7G"60";0%,:="#60'4512-60*b"J)F+G&+M)2./)98AFJ).2)"*+)7&"+/0"#/+).')
Y+"+/&'(6)<&44&'()0'$)9&/+1")9&5-40%5"C`X"\?@@X]F"?@@X*"

!

'%!

!
R<%,"2$%"&('2"2$,%%".%7(.%'"'24.-%'"$(<%"760'-'2%02&="'$6L0"2$(2"3%%.N(7G"
562-<(2%'"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%>",%'4&2-0:"-0"%0%,:="4'%".%7,%('%'"63"41"26"?@T*"R0%"'24.=>"
.60%"-0"!SYY>"3640."2$(2"$64'%$6&.'"-0"("3%%.N(7G":,641"4'%."!@*dT"&%''"%0%,:="2$(0"
2$6'%"-0"("7602,6&":,641*AS""Q6,%",%7%02&=>"9,*"W(,($"9(,N="63"2$%";0<-,605%02(&"#$(0:%"
/0'2-242%"(2"2$%"V0-<%,'-2="63"Rc36,."3640."2$(2".-,%72"3%%.N(7G"&%(.'"26"41"26"!dT"
'(<-0:'"-0"%0%,:=*C@""H%,",%'%(,7$"$-:$&-:$2'".-,%72"3%%.N(7G"('"2$%"56'2"1,65-'-0:"36,5"
63"3%%.N(7G"36,"7$(0:-0:"N%$(<-6,"1(22%,0'*""9,*"+-'7$%,",%<-%L%."?`"'24.-%'"2$(2"
%c(5-0%."2$%"%33%72-<%0%''"63"3%%.N(7G"60",%.47-0:"%0%,:="4'%"N%$(<-6,"-0",%'-.%02-(&"
'%22-0:'>"(0."76,,6N6,(2%."9(,N=Z'"3-0.-0:'*"8&&"N42"2$,%%"63"2$%"?`"'24.-%'"'$6L%."
'-:0-3-7(02&="$-:$%,"%0%,:="'(<-0:'"-0":,641'":-<%0"3%%.N(7G*""H%,"'24.="(&'6"$-:$&-:$2'"
2$(2"765142%,-I%.>"-55%.-(2%>".-,%72>"(0."'1%7-3-7"3%%.N(7G".%'-:0'"%(7$"&%."26"
760'-'2%02&="&(,:%,",%.472-60'"-0"%0%,:="4'%*C!""K$-'",%'%(,7$".%560'2,(2%'"2$(2"
3%%.N(7G"-'"("<%,="%33%72-<%"'2,(2%:="36,"562-<(2-0:"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%"(0."&%(.-0:"26"
,%.472-60'"-0"%0%,:="760'4512-60*"""
8"'24.="642"63"RN%,&-0"#6&&%:%"\("'5(&&"&-N%,(&"(,2'"76&&%:%"<%,="'-5-&(,"26"
D6560(]"'24.-%."2$%"%33%72'"63"3%%.N(7G"60"%0%,:="4'%"L-2$-0",%'-.%07%"$(&&'*""W24.%02'"
L%,%"%c16'%."26"%-2$%,",%(&"2-5%"L%NMN('%."3%%.N(7G"\$-:$M,%'6&42-60"3%%.N(7G]"6,"
1,6<-.%."L-2$"3%%.N(7G"607%"("L%%G"3,65"5(04(&",%(.-0:"63"42-&-2="5%2%,"\&6LM
,%'6&42-60"3%%.N(7G]*""K$%"$-:$M,%'6&42-60"3%%.N(7G"L('".%'-:0%."-0"(0"%0%,:="
.('$N6(,."36,5(2>"'-5-&(,"26"D6560("#6&&%:%Z'"\.%'7,-N%."-0":,%(2%,".%2(-&"-0"#$(12%,"
C]>"L$%,%"'24.%02'"764&."<-%L"760'2(02&="41.(2%."%0%,:="(0."L(2%,"4'%"60"(".6,5"6,"
3&66,"&%<%&"36,"<(,-(N&%"2-5%"1%,-6.'"\%*:*"&('2"5-042%>"&('2"$64,>"&('2"5602$]*"KL6".6,5'"
,%7%-<%."2$%"$-:$M,%'6&42-60"3%%.N(7G>"L$-&%"2$%",%'2"63"2$%".6,5'",%7%-<%."&6LM
,%'6&42-60"3%%.N(7G*"O-2$-0"%(7$"$-:$M,%'6&42-60".6,5"2L6"63"2$%"2$,%%"3&66,'",%7%-<%."
3&66,"'1%7-3-7"3%%.N(7G"\2$%"2$-,."60&=",%7%-<%."N4-&.-0:"L-.%"3%%.N(7G"26"(72"('"("
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"W%&-:5(0>"#&-<%>"(0."n6$0"Q*"9(,&%=*"m+%%.N(7G"('"("5%(0'"63".%7,%('-0:",%'-.%02-(&"%0%,:="760'4512-60*m"Z.#/'04)
.2)J--4&+$):5%1*.4.(%"X?*C"\!SYY]F"AXA*"
C@
"9(,N=>"W(,($*"aK$%";33%72-<%0%''"63"+%%.N(7G"60";0%,:="#60'4512-60*b"J)F+G&+M)2./)98AFJ).2)"*+)7&"+/0"#/+).')
Y+"+/&'(6)<&44&'()0'$)9&/+1")9&5-40%5"C`X"\?@@X]F"?@@X*"
C!
"+-'7$%,>"#6,-00(*"a+%%.N(7G"60"H64'%$6&.";&%72,-7-2="#60'4512-60F"("K66&"36,"W(<-0:";0%,:=Pb"8'+/(%)822&1&+'1%"!>"
06*"!"\+%N,4(,="!>"?@@`]F"YS_!@C*".6-F!@*!@@YB'!?@dAM@@`MS@@SMY*"

!

!S"

!
7602,6&]*""K$%"'24.="76-07-.%."L-2$"(0";0%,:="#651%2-2-60>"L$%,%"2$%".6,5'"(7,6''"
7(514'"L%,%"7651%2-0:"26",%.47%"%0%,:="4'%*"""
K$%",%'4&2'"'$6L%."2$(2"N62$"$-:$M"(0."&6LM,%'6&42-60"3%%.N(7G",%'4&2%."-0"(2"
&%('2"("A!T",%.472-60"-0"%&%72,-7-2="4'%*""D%,$(1'"56,%",%5(,G(N&=>"2$%,%"L('"("ddT"
,%.472-60"-0"2$%"$-:$M,%'6&42-60"L%N"N('%.":,641"7651(,%."26"A!T"36,"2$%"5(04(&&="
,%(.":,641*C?""O-2$-0"2$%"$-:$M,%'6&42-60":,641"2$%,%"L('"06"'-:0-3-7(02".-33%,%07%"-0"
,%.472-60"N%2L%%0"3&66,'"L$6"$(."3&66,"'1%7-3-7"3%%.N(7G"(0."2$6'%"L$6".-.0Z2*""
W24.%02'"'$6L%."$-:$%,"-02%,%'2"-0"&66G-0:"(2"2$%"3%%.N(7G"-0"2$%"$-:$M,%'6&42-60":,641>"
(<%,(:-0:"C*`"<-'-2'"1%,",%'-.%02"26"2$%".6,5"%0%,:="L%N'-2%"7651(,%."26"?*d"<-'-2'"1%,"
,%'-.%02"-0"2$%"&6LM,%'6&42-60":,641"6<%,"2$%"5602$*"""
K$%'%",%'4&2'"'$6L"2$(2"3%%.N(7G"-'"(0"%33%72-<%"'2,(2%:="L-2$-0"2$%"7602%c2"63"
40-<%,'-2=",%'-.%02-(&"&-3%>"1(,2-74&(,&="-0"760^4072-60"L-2$"(0"%0%,:="7651%2-2-60*""Q6,%"
,%'%(,7$"-'"0%%.%."26"-0<%'2-:(2%"$6L"%33%72-<%"2$%"3%%.N(7G"L('"642'-.%"63"2$%"
7651%2-2-60*""/0"(:,%%5%02"L-2$"9,*+-'7$%,Z'"3-0.-0:'>"L%NMN('%.",%(&"2-5%"3%%.N(7G"-'"
-0.%%."%'1%7-(&&="%33%72-<%"-0"562-<(2-0:"'24.%02'"26",%.47%"2$%-,"%0%,:="4'%*""K$-'"'24.="
:-<%'"<(&4(N&%"-0'-:$2"-026"2$%"%33%72-<%0%''"63".-33%,%02"2=1%'"63"3%%.N(7G"-0"-03&4%07-0:"
N%$(<-6,"-0"'5(&&"&-N%,(&"(,2'"76&&%:%'"&-G%"D6560("(0."RN%,&-0"#6&&%:%'*""K$%",%'4&2'"
-0.-7(2%"2$(2"3%%.N(7G>"1(,2-74&(,&=".-,%72"3%%.N(7G>"-'"(0"%33%72-<%"(0."-516,2(02"
'2,(2%:=*""J-<%0"2$-'"'24.=Z'"40-e4%0%''"-0"&66G-0:"(2"3%%.N(7G"-0"2$%"40-<%,'-2="7602%c2>"
2$%,%"-'"("0%%."36,"56,%"1&%02-34&"(0."2$6,64:$",%'%(,7$"60"2$-'"-''4%*"
"

+%%.N(7G"-'"("1(,2-74&(,&="-516,2(02"'2,(2%:="N62$"N%7(4'%"-2"$('"760'-'2%02&="&%."

26"'-:0-3-7(02&=",%.47%."%0%,:="4'%>"(0."(&'6"N%7(4'%"-2"-'"("2(72-7"2$(2"764&."%('-&="N%"
-076,16,(2%."('"("[;;9"7,%.-2*";0%,:="4'%"5%2%,'"(0.".-'1&(='"(,%"-03,('2,4724,(&"
(22,-N42%'"_"N4-&2"-026"2$%".%'-:0"63"("N4-&.-0:"'1%7-3-7(&&="26"-03&4%07%"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*""
+%%.N(7G"2%7$06&6:="-'"1&%02-34&"(0."L%&&".%'-:0%.>"(0."2$%,%36,%"%('-&="-07&4.%."-0"2$%"
.%'-:0"1,67%''*"K$%"-0'2(&&(2-60"63"5%2%,'>"(0."2$%"<-'-N-&-2="63"2$%".-'1&(='"36,"5%2%,'>"-'"
,-1%"36,"-07&4'-60"('"("7,%.-2"-0"[;;9*""
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"D%2%,'%0>"n6$0";*>"g&(.-'&(<"W$4024,6<>"l(2$,=0"n(0.(>"J(<-0"D&(22>"(0."l(2%"O%-0N%,:%,*"a96,5-26,="E%'-.%02'"
E%.47%";&%72,-7-2="#60'4512-60"O$%0";c16'%."26"E%(&M2-5%"g-'4(&"+%%.N(7G"(0."/07%02-<%'*b"I'"+/'0"&.'04)Z.#/'04).2)
!#5"0&'03&4&"%)&')X&(*+/)8$#10"&.'"`>"06*"!"\n(04(,="!X>"?@@Y]F"!X_AA*".6-F!@*!!@`B!CXYXAY@Y!@Y!YdX?*"

!

"(!

!

!&('0(+)!"/0"+(&+5)
"

W-:0(:%"-'"(062$%,"'-51&%"'2,(2%:="36,"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*"/2"-'"(0"%('=>"7$%(1>"

(0."%33%72-<%"2(72-7"36,"1,6<-.-0:"-036,5(2-60"60"6<%,(&&"'4'2(-0(N-&-2=":6(&'"(0."'1%7-3-7"
4'%"63":,%%0"3%(24,%'>"L$-7$"$%&1'"562-<(2%"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%"(776,.-0:"26"2$%"2$%6,="63"
1&(00%."N%$(<-6,*"K$-'"-036,5(2-60"7(0"$%&1"562-<(2%"1(,2-7-1(2-60"(0."%0:(:%'"
67741(02'"L-2$"2$%":%0%,(&"%0<-,605%02(&".-(&6:4%"(0."74&24,%*""R0"("1,(72-7(&"&%<%&>"
67741(02'"5-:$2"062"G06L"$6L"26"4'%"2$%"3%(24,%'"63"2$%-,"N4-&.-0:'"\%*:*".4(&"3&4'$"
26-&%2']"L-2$642"-0'2,472-<%"-036,5(2-60>"(0."1%61&%"L-&&"062"4'%":,%%0"3%(24,%'"-3"-2"-'"062"
7&%(,"$6L*""
"

R0%"'24.=".%560'2,(2%."2$%"%33%72-<%0%''"63"'-:0(:%"-0"562-<(2-0:"4'(:%"63".4(&"

3&4'$"26-&%2'*""K$%'%"26-&%2'"(,%".%'-:0%."26"$(<%"("$(0.&%"2$(2"-3"14&&%."41"3&4'$%'"36,"
&-e4-."L('2%>"(0."-3"14&&'".6L0"3&4'$%'"36,"'6&-."L('2%*""94,-0:"("7602,6&"1%,-6.>"-0"L$-7$"
2$%,%"L%,%"06"'-:0'>"2$%"1%,7%02(:%"63"41"3&4'$%'"(<%,(:%."?X*XT*""O-2$"'-:0'"1,%'%02"
2$%"1%,7%02(:%"(<%,(:%."A`*`T*CA""K$-'"'$6L'"$-:$%,"4'%"63"2$%"'5(&&"3&4'$"L$%0"'-:0'"
L%,%"1,%'%02>"-0.-7(2-0:"2$(2"'-:0(:%"L('"%33%72-<%"-0"562-<(2-0:"56,%"4'(:%*""8062$%,"
'24.="'$6L%."2$(2"1&(7-0:"'-:0'"-0"L('$,665'"26"%0764,(:%"'L-27$-0:"&-:$2'"633"5(.%"
1(,2-7-1(02'"+&(*""2-5%'"56,%"&-G%&="26"24,0"633"2$%"&-:$2'"2$(0"L$%0"2$%,%"L('"06"'-:0"
,%5-0.-0:"2$%5*CC"""
"

)42"062"(&&"'-:0'"(,%"7,%(2%."%e4(&*""E%'%(,7$".60%"N="J6&.'2%-0"%2"(&*"

%0764,(:%.",%7=7&-0:"-0"("$62%&"2$,64:$"2L6".-33%,%02"2=1%'"63"1,6512'F"60%"7602(-0-0:"
("1,6M%0<-,605%02(&"5%''(:%"(0."2$%"62$%,".-'1&(=-0:"2$%"045N%,"63":4%'2'"L$6"$(."
1,%<-64'&=",%7=7&%."\("'67-(&"06,5"5%''(:%]*""K$%",%'4&2'"'$6L"2$(2"2$%"'67-(&"06,5"
1,6512"1,6.47%."("'-:0-3-7(02&="$-:$%,",%7=7&-0:",(2%"\CCT]"2$(0"2$%"'2(0.(,."
%0<-,605%02(&"5%''(:%"\AdT]*Cd"W-:0'"2$(2"%51$('-I%"'67-(&"06,5'"(11%(,"56,%"
%33%72-<%"-0"%0764,(:-0:"1,6M%0<-,605%02(&"N%$(<-6,*"K$%'%"'-:0'"$%&1"(..,%''"2$%"06,5"
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2$%"3%%.N(7G*""E%'160'%'"26"2$%"'4,<%="'4::%'2%."2$(2"'24.%02'"(,%"(&'6"&-G%&="26"&66G"(2"
-2"60"2$%-,"1$60%*""J-<%0"2$(2"2$%,%"-'"06"'5(,2"1$60%"(11&-7(2-60"36,"2$%"N4-&.-0:"
.('$N6(,.>"2$%"??T"63"'4,<%=",%'160.%02'"L$6"L64&."&-G%"26"$(<%"2$%".('$N6(,."60"
2$%-,"1$60%".6"062"$(<%"2$%-,"5%2$6."63"7$6-7%"(<(-&(N&%*""Q(0="'24.%02'"$(<%"'5(,2"
1$60%'>"(0."42-&-I%"2$%5"36,"(",(0:%"63"(72-<-2-%'*""#,%(2-60"63"("'-51&%"(11"2$(2"
.-'1&(=%."2$%".('$N6(,."764&."-07,%('%"2,(33-7"26"2$%"'-2%"(0."5(G%"-2"%<%0"%('-%,"36,"
'24.%02'"26"%0:(:%"L-2$"2$%-,"N4-&.-0:*""
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
X`

"+-'7$%,>"#6,-00(*"a+%%.N(7G"60"H64'%$6&.";&%72,-7-2="#60'4512-60F"("K66&"36,"W(<-0:";0%,:=Pb"8'+/(%)822&1&+'1%"!>"
06*"!"\+%N,4(,="!>"?@@`]F"YS_!@C*".6-F!@*!@@YB'!?@dAM@@`MS@@SMY*"
XS
"&3&$"

!

AS"

!
"

K$%,%"-'"(062$%,"7$6-7%"2%7$06&6:="&-0G"062"N%-0:"5(.%*""#600%72-0:"2$%"N4-&.-0:"

.('$N6(,."26"'67-(&"5%.-("'-2%'"'47$"('"+(7%N66G"6,"KL-22%,"L64&.":6"("&60:"L(="-0"
:(,0%,-0:"'24.%02"-02%,%'2*""W24.%02'"5(.%"2$-'",%7655%0.(2-60"-0"2$%"'4,<%=>"7-2-0:"
+(7%N66G"('"("547$"56,%"<-'-N&%"1&(7%"36,"2$%".('$N6(,.Z'"60&-0%"1,%'%07%*""W24.%02'"
'1%0."("$4:%"(56402"63"2-5%"60"'67-(&"5%.-("\2$%"(<%,(:%"76&&%:%"'24.%02"'1%0.'"6<%,"
!X"$64,'"("L%%G"60"'67-(&"5%.-("'-2%']Y@>"'6"14N&-7-I-0:"3%%.N(7G"60"2$6'%"'-2%'"764&."
5(G%"-2"547$"56,%"<-'-N&%"2$(0"%<%0"2$%"14N&-7"'7,%%0'*""+4,2$%,56,%>"14N&-7-2="60"
'67-(&"5%.-("764&."0(24,(&&="7,%(2%"56,%"7651%2-2-60"N%2L%%0".-33%,%02"'24.%02'"(0."
.6,5'>"L$-7$"764&."-0"24,0"&%(."26":,%(2%,",%.472-60'"-0",%'64,7%"760'4512-60*""
E%'%(,7$"'$6L'"2$(2"'67-(&"1,%''4,%"-'"("'-:0-3-7(02"562-<(26,"36,"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%Y!>"(0."
'67-(&"5%.-("-'"(":,%(2"L(="26"%c%,2"-2*""""
"

K$%'%"7$(0:%'"5(22%,>"N%7(4'%",%'64,7%"760'4512-60"-'",%(&&="(N642"2$%"

'24.%02'*"D6560("$('".60%"(":,%(2"^6N"(2"2,=-0:"26"%0:(:%"'24.%02'"L-2$"2$%"
'4'2(-0(N-&-2=":6(&'"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:>"N42"2$%,%"-'"56,%"2$(2"7(0"N%".60%*""W5(&&"7$(0:%'"
7(0"N%"5(.%"2$(2"$(<%"2$%"162%02-(&"26"562-<(2%"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%"(0.":,%(2%,"
,%.472-60'"-0",%'64,7%"760'4512-60'*""+4,2$%,",%'%(,7$"'$64&."N%".60%"26"'4116,2"(0."
<(&-.(2%"2$%'%"'1%7-3-7",%7655%0.(2-60'"(0."7$(0:%'*""J-<%0"2$%"162%02-(&"36,"
,%.472-60"-0",%'64,7%"760'4512-60>"3%%.N(7G"(0."'-:0(:%"N%'2"1,(72-7%'"'$64&."N%"
34,2$%,",%'%(,7$%."(0."(11&-%."26"(&&"'4'2(-0(N&%"N4-&.-0:"1,6^%72'"(0."062"^4'2"
D6560(Z'*"
!

%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Y@

"a#6&&%:%"|4(,2%,&="M"8,2-7&%'"M"/51(72"63"R0&-0%"W67-(&"U%2L6,G"60"85%,-7(0"#6&&%:%"W24.%02'Z"E%(.-0:"D,(72-7%'*b"
877%''%."9%7%5N%,"!!>"?@!A*"$221FBBLLL*76&&%:%e4(,2%,&=*7(B?@!AM<6&!XM045@!ML-02%,B$4(0:M7(11'*$25&*"
Y!
"+%'2-0:%,>"[%60*"m8"2$%6,="63"'67-(&"7651(,-'60"1,67%''%'*m"X#,0')/+40"&.'5Y*?"\!SdC]F"!!YM!C@*"

!

#(!

!

97*.6/'(7*C%:%L$707'#=%D22&%9$#=(,%87$%-../01*,%
2*)1)#3#*,%
"

"
K$%"'2%1'"2$(2"D6560("#6&&%:%"$('"40.%,2(G%0"26"%0764,(:%"67741(02"

%0:(:%5%02"(,%"062",%e4-,%."N="[;;9"06,"L-.%&="42-&-I%."N="7%,2-3-%."1,6^%72'*""K$%"
D6560("1,6^%72".-."062",%7%-<%"-006<(2-60"16-02'"36,"2$%'%"%336,2'>".%560'2,(2-0:"
[;;9Z'"3(-&4,%"26"%0764,(:%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*""[;;9"0%%.'"26",%76:0-I%"(0."
<(&-.(2%"2$%"-516,2(07%"63"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*""#&%(,&=>"$6L"67741(02'"4'%"("
N4-&.-0:"5(G%'"("'-:0-3-7(02".-33%,%07%"-0",%'64,7%"760'4512-60>"(0."2$-'"4'%"L-&&"N%"
.-72(2%."N="G06L&%.:%"(N642"$6L"26"4'%"2$%"N4-&.-0:>"(0."%0:(:%5%02"L-2$"2$%"
'4'2(-0(N-&-2=":6(&'"63"2$%"1,6^%72"(0."2$%-,*""+6,"2$-'",%('60"(&&"[;;9",(2-0:"'='2%5'"
'$64&."-07&4.%"("7,%.-2"36,"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02*""J-<%0"2$(2"[;;9"<C"06L"-07&4.%'"("
1,%,%e4-'-2%"36,"L$6&%"N4-&.-0:"%0%,:="(0."L(2%,"5%2%,-0:"-2"'$64&.0Z2"N%"266".-33-74&2"
26"5(G%"2$%"^451"26"'$(,-0:"2$(2"-036,5(2-60"L-2$"2$%",%'-.%02'"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:*"""
"

K$%,%"-'"("1,616'%."7,%.-2"36,"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"-0"2$%"[;;9"D-&62"#,%.-2"

[-N,(,="\'%%"(11%0.-c"36,"34&&"7,%.-2]*""K$%"D-&62"#,%.-2"[-N,(,="-'"L$%,%"1,616'%."7,%.-2'"
7(0"N%"7,-2-e4%.>"2%'2%."(0."7$(51-60%.*"H61%34&&=>"L-2$"2$%"'4116,2"63"2$%":,%%0"
N4-&.-0:"765540-2="2$-'"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"7,%.-2"L-&&"N%"(0"(..-2-60"26"("3424,%"
<%,'-60"63"[;;9*""
K$%"-02%02"63"2$%"7,%.-2"-'F"aK6"-51,6<%"2$%"1%,36,5(07%"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:"N="
%0(N&-0:"%0%,:="%33-7-%02"N%$(<-6,"-0"N4-&.-0:"67741(02'*bY?""K$%",%e4-,%5%02'"(,%"
2$,%%36&.F"760'4512-60"3%%.N(7G>"67741(02"%516L%,5%02>"(0."1%,36,5(07%*""
#60'4512-60"3%%.N(7G",%e4-,%'"1,6^%72'"26"-51&%5%02"60%"6,"56,%"3%%.N(7G"1,67%''%'"
36,"-036,5-0:"67741(02'"(N642"2$%"(724(&"%0%,:="760'4512-60"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:"\4'-0:"
,%(&M2-5%"6,",%:4&(,",%16,2-0:"5%7$(0-'5']*""K$%"3%%.N(7G"54'2"N%"'411&-%."607%"
5602$&="(2"5-0-545>"(0."54'2"-07&4.%"(",%&%<(02"7651(,-'60"16-02"\-*%*"7651(,(N&%"
N4-&.-0:'"6,"$-'26,-7(&".(2("36,"2$%"'(5%"'1(7%]*""K$-'",%e4-,%5%02"2647$%'"60"2$%"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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"aR7741(02";0:(:%5%02"f"V*W*"J,%%0")4-&.-0:"#6407-&*b"877%''%."U6<%5N%,"!C>"?@!A*"
$221FBBLLL*4':N7*6,:B06.%B?X@X``XP,%24,0kB1-&627,%.-2'*"

!

C!"

!
-516,2(07%"63"3%%.N(7G>"N42"'$64&."N%"56,%"'2,-0:%02*""K$%",%'%(,7$"$('"'$6L0"2$(2"2$%"
56,%"-55%.-(2%"2$%"3%%.N(7G"-'>"2$%"56,%"%33%72-<%"-2"-'"-0"(33%72-0:"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*YA""
+%%.N(7G"2$(2"765%'"60&="607%"("5602$":-<%'"4'"2$%"'(5%"-''4%'"('"N-&&-0:"_"67741(02'"
L-&&"N%"&%''"(L(,%"63"'1%7-3-7"(72-60'"(0."7602,-N42-60'"26"2$%"%0%,:="4'%*""E%e4-,-0:"("
3%%.N(7G"5-0-545"63"607%"5602$&=":-<%'"&%0-%07="'6"56,%"1,6^%72'"7(0":%2"2$-'"7,%.-2*""
)42"2$(2"'$64&."062"N%"2$%"16-02"63"2$%"7,%.-2j"-3"L%"L(02"26"%0:(:%"67741(02'"2$,64:$"
2$%'%"'2,(2%:-%'"L%"'$64&."N%"-51&%5%02-0:"2$%5"-0"2$%"56'2"%33%72-<%"L(="16''-N&%*""
[;;9"'$64&."N%"14'$-0:"2$%"N640.(,-%'"L-2$"2$-'"7,%.-2>"(0."2$(2"5%(0'",%e4-,-0:"
3%%.N(7G>"-0"("5(00%,"%('-&="(77%''-N&%"26"67741(02'>"56,%"2$(0"607%"("5602$*"
K$%"67741(02"%516L%,5%02"16,2-60"63"2$%"7,%.-2",%e4-,%'"-51&%5%02-0:"(0."
5(-02(-0-0:"("1,6:,(5"36,"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"2$(2"$('"2$,%%"5-0-545"
,%e4-,%5%02'F"%.47(2-60>"%0(N&-0:>"(0."3%%.N(7G"5(0(:%5%02*""K$%"%.47(2-60(&"
765160%02"760'-'2'"63"2$%"1,6<-'-60"63"-036,5(2-60"26"67741(02'"(N642"2$%-,"(72-<-2-%'Z"
-51(72'"60"2$%"%0%,:="4'%"63"2$%"N4-&.-0:"(0."L$%,%"162%02-(&"'(<-0:'"%c-'2*";0(N&-0:"
(72-60"-'"5(G-0:"67741(02'"(L(,%"63"'1%7-3-7"(72-60'"2$%="7(0"2(G%"26",%.47%"
760'4512-60*"K$-'"1(,2"63"2$%"7,%.-2".%(&'"L-2$"765540-7(2-0:"L-2$",%'-.%02'"(N642"
L$(2"2$%"3%%.N(7G",%(&&="5%(0'"_"L$(2"2$%-,"7602,-N42-60'"(,%"(0."$6L"2$%="7(0"7$(0:%"
2$%5*"K$-'"764&."N%".60%"2$,64:$"5(0=".-33%,%02"'2,(2%:-%'>"-07&4.-0:"'-:0(:%"6,"
(L(,%0%''"2(&G'*""8'"2$%"2$%6,="63"1&(00%."N%$(<-6,"-0.-7(2%.>"1,6<-.-0:",%'-.%02'"L-2$"
2$%"-036,5(2-60"(N642"2$%"1,6N&%5"(0."$6L"26"7$(0:%"-2"L-&&"N%"G%="-0"562-<(2-0:"(724(&"
N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*""
K$%"&('2"1(,2"63"67741(02"%516L%,5%02"-'"3%%.N(7G"5(0(:%5%02>"L$-7$"
,%e4-,%'"1,6<-.-0:"(0"(<%04%"36,"67741(02'"26",%16,2"N4-&.-0:M,%&(2%."%0%,:="6,"L(2%,"
-0%33-7-%07-%'>":-<-0:",%'-.%02'"("3%%&-0:"63"7602,6&"6<%,"3(726,'"2$(2"5(="-51%.%"
N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%'*""K$-'"1,6.47%'"(":,%(2%,"3%%&-0:"63"7602,6&"6<%,"N%$(<-6,"(0.>"
(776,.-0:"2$%"2$%6,="63"1&(00%."N%$(<-6,>"(":,%(2%,"&-G%&-$66."36,"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%*"
+-0(&&=>"2$%"1%,36,5(07%"%&%5%02"63"2$%"7,%.-2",%e4-,%'"2$%"1,6^%72"26"2,(7G"(0."

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
YA

"+-'7$%,>"#6,-00(*"a+%%.N(7G"60"H64'%$6&.";&%72,-7-2="#60'4512-60F"("K66&"36,"W(<-0:";0%,:=Pb"8'+/(%)822&1&+'1%"!>"
06*"!"\+%N,4(,="!>"?@@`]F"YS_!@C*".6-F!@*!@@YB'!?@dAM@@`MS@@SMY*"

!

#"!

!
.6745%02"$6L"2$%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"-0-2-(2-<%"1%,36,5%."-0"7651(,-'60"26"-2'"
:6(&'>"(0."'$(,%"(,%('"36,"-51,6<%5%02*YC""
"

K$-'"1,616'%."7,%.-2"-07&4.%'"5(0="('1%72'"63"5=",%7655%0.(2-60'F"3%%.N(7G>"

(L(,%0%''>"(0."7602-04%."%.47(2-60"\'-:0(:%"-0"2$%"D6560("#6&&%:%"7('%"'24.=]*""K$%'%"
'2,(2%:-%'"(,%"'65%"63"2$%"56'2"-516,2(02"3(726,'"63"562-<(2-0:"N%$(<-6,"7$(0:%>"N42"
2$%"7,%.-2"3(-&'"26",%e4-,%"'65%"'1%7-3-7"0%7%''(,="(72-60'*""K$%,%"-'"062$-0:"-07&4.%."-0"
2$%"7,%.-2"(N642"'-:0(:%*""W-:0(:%"-'"062"2$%"60&="%.47(2-60(&"'2,(2%:=>"N42"-2"-'"("<-2(&"
60%*""R0"2$%"56'2"N('-7"&%<%&"'-:0(:%"1,6<-.%'"2$%"-036,5(2-60"26",%'-.%02'"0%7%''(,="26"
5(G-0:"2$%"N4-&.-0:"34072-60"('"'4'2(-0(N&="('"16''-N&%*""W-:0(:%"-'"16L%,34&"N%7(4'%"-2"-'"
760'-'2%02&="<-'-N&%"(0."7(0"N%"(0"-55%.-(2%"1,6512"7&6'%"26"2$%":,%%0"3%(24,%'*""W-:0'"
2$(2"1,6<-.%"-036,5(2-60"60"$6L"26"7$(0:%"N%$(<-6,"(&'6"%0$(07%"2$%"%33%72-<%0%''"63"
3%%.N(7G*Yd""K$-'"1,616'%."67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"7,%.-2"764&."N%"-51,6<%."N="-07&4.-0:"
("56,%"'1%7-3-7",%e4-,%5%02"(N642"'-:0(:%"('"("0%7%''(,="1(,2"63"%.47(2-60"-0"2$%"
N4-&.-0:*"""
"

K$%"D6560("#6&&%:%"7('%"'24.="'$6L'"2$(2"^4'2"-07&4.-0:"3%%.N(7G"(0."'-:0(:%"-'"

062"%064:$"_"-2"54'2"N%".60%"-0"2$%",-:$2"L(=*"87G06L&%.:-0:"2$(2"%(7$"1,6^%72"L-&&"N%"
.-33%,%02>"2$%"7,%.-2"'$64&.",%e4-,%"2$(2"%(7$"1,6^%72"1,616'%"("'1%7-3-7"1&(0"36,"
3%%.N(7G"(0."'-:0(:%"2$(2"-076,16,(2%'"2$%"56'2"%33%72-<%"'2,(2%:-%'"36,"-2'"'-24(2-60*""
K$%"L6,.-0:"63"2$%",%e4-,%."7602-04%."%.47(2-60"1&(0"-'"<(:4%"(0."5(G%'"06",%3%,%07%"
.-,%72&="26"'-:0(:%"6,"%51&6=-0:"'1%7-3-7"N%'2"1,(72-7%'*"W65%"'2,(2%:-%'"(,%"40-<%,'(&"
%064:$"2$(2"2$%="764&."N%"-076,16,(2%."-026"56'2"(&&"1,6^%72'F"'-:0(:%"'$64&."N%"
.%'-:0%."26"42-&-I%"'67-(&"06,5'>"(0."1&(7%."-0"2$%"56'2"<-'-N&%"(0.",%&%<(02"&67(2-60'*"
+%%.N(7G"'$64&."(&'6"N%"('"<-'-N&%"(0."14N&-7-I%."('"16''-N&%"\1%,$(1'"4'-0:"("1$60%"
(11&-7(2-60>"'67-(&"5%.-("7600%72-60'>"6,"1&(7-0:"14N&-7"'7,%%0'"-0"2$%"56'2"<-'-N&%"
1&(7%]*""K$%'%"(,%"&%''60'"&%(,0%."3,65"2$%"'$6,2765-0:'"63"2$%"67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"
%336,2'"(2"D6560("#6&&%:%>"(0."'$64&."N%"-076,16,(2%."-026"2$%"7,%.-2"26"3(7-&-2(2%"56,%"
'477%''34&"-51&%5%02(2-60"-0"3424,%"1,6^%72'*""
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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"aR7741(02";0:(:%5%02"f"V*W*"J,%%0")4-&.-0:"#6407-&*b"877%''%."U6<%5N%,"!C>"?@!A*"
$221FBBLLL*4':N7*6,:B06.%B?X@X``XP,%24,0kB1-&627,%.-2'*)
Yd
"+-'7$%,>"#6,-00(*"a+%%.N(7G"60"H64'%$6&.";&%72,-7-2="#60'4512-60F"("K66&"36,"W(<-0:";0%,:=Pb"8'+/(%)822&1&+'1%"!>"
06*"!"\+%N,4(,="!>"?@@`]F"YS_!@C*".6-F!@*!@@YB'!?@dAM@@`MS@@SMY*"

!

CA"

!
"

9%'1-2%"-2'"'$6,2765-0:'>"[;;9"$('"2(G%0"(0"-516,2(02"'2%1"26L(,.'"-07&4.-0:"(0"

67741(02"%0:(:%5%02"N="(&&6L-0:"2$-'"('"("1-&62"7,%.-2*""K$%"$61%"-'"2$(2"2$,64:$"2%'2-0:"
(0."2,-(&"-2"L-&&"N%"(11,6<%."26"N%"("7,%.-2"-0"2$%"0%c2"<%,'-60"63"[;;9"36&&6L-0:"<C*""[;;9"
-'"-07651&%2%"(0."5-''%'"("$4:%"6116,240-2="26"5(G%"'-:0-3-7(02"7$(0:%'"-0"N4-&.-0:"
,%'64,7%"760'4512-60"(0."'4'2(-0(N-&-2="74&24,%"L-2$642"2$-'"765160%02*""/0"6,.%,"26"N%"
("2,4%"&%(.%,>"[;;9"54'2"%0:(:%"-2'"N4-&.-0:'Z"67741(02'*"/2"$('"2$%"6116,240-2="26"4'%"
$45(0"N%$(<-6,"('"("16L%,34&"266&"36,",%.47-0:",%'64,7%"760'4512-60"L-2$-0"N4-&.-0:'"
(0."6<%,(&&"$45(0"-51(72*"J-<%0"2$%"(56402"63"2-5%"L%"'1%0."-0.66,'>"(0."2$%"
(56402"63"%0%,:="N4-&.-0:'"760'45%>":,%%0"N4-&.-0:'"54'2"N%"(0"-02%:,(&"765160%02"-0"
&6L%,-0:"$45(0"%0<-,605%02(&"-51(72*"K6"$(<%":,%%0"N4-&.-0:'"L%"54'2"$(<%":,%%0"
67741(02'*"/0"2$%"%0.>"N4-&.-0:'".60Z2"4'%"%0%,:=>"1%61&%".6*YX""
"

"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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"n(0.(>"l(2$,=0")*"a)4-&.-0:'"960Z2"V'%";0%,:=F"D%61&%"96*b"J/1*&"+1"#/04)!1&+'1+)F+G&+M"dC>"06*"!"\?@!!]F"!d_??*"
.6-F!@*AYXAB(',%*?@@S*@@d@*"

!

##!

!

!7$;'%9(,#=%
%a8N642"f"V*W*"J,%%0")4-&.-0:"#6407-&*b"?@!A*"877%''%."W%12%5N%,"?d*"
$221FBBLLL*4':N7*6,:B(N642*"
"
8^I%0>"/7%G*"aK$%"K$%6,="63"D&(00%.")%$(<-6,*b"V/(0'&W0"&.'04)<+*0G&./)0'$)X#,0')9+1&5&.')
:/.1+55+5"d@>"06*"?"\!SS!]F"!YS_?!!*"
"
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